
MEDIUM SECRET

NOT FOR IMMEDIATE COMMUNICATION,

PRESS RELEASE OR ANY SUCH PUBLICITY

STUNTS

Posted by: The Agency courtecy of           .

Mostly for internal abuse / irrelevant.

Most of the juicy stuff has been redacted

anyway.

Q.A. says that U.Z. has just left the C.N by

means of rotation.

Q.A. has never ever heard of the O.T.O.



G.O. falsely holds that R.A.W. wrote a polite

letter to K.T. and M.G. What he actually wrote

was a novel.

—

D.P.R.K. will connect with D.P. and R.K. in

order to make the payment in Pseudos.

Meanwhile, W.V. says that Q.C. would advocate

against the policies of B.S. and I.W.

The reason may be that I.W. believes that poor

E.Q. is in love with M.B. and S.I. at the same

time.

N.E. wrote a letter to the U.M. asking

permission to become a student of O.S.

W.N. was a friend of T.U. but hates J.O. for



always bringing it up.

—

Our former employee N.W. still

collaborates with E.E.

V.N. wrote a nasty letter to Z.E.

trying to blackmail him.

R.I. believes J.V. stalked T.Z.

and N.R. Check details soon!

—

N.F. is closely tied to the JQM, but he just

left the LU for an international career.

G.N. has just destroyed U.J. and will spread

the word about E.L. to the adverse citizens.

C.G. Jung has no issues whatsoever with R.U.

and D.E.

—

Q.P. will begin spreading rumors about T.F.

and W.X.

B.Q. knows that P.T. has leaked sensitive

information to U.W.

—

Y.R. falsely holds that Y.C. was a student of

R.H.

J.Y. believes in R.R. and P.U. Who doesn't?

—

Our dear Q&A will preach to the parish about

S.T. and Q.E.D.

GPS is a “global” friend of P.S.

—



Q.R. has identified Dr. Z.Q. who now works for

K.D. and has a secret affair with S.U.

—

J.I. pretends to work for N.J. who, as we

know, was killed in London, Madrid, Paris and

Rome in July, then in Stockholm, Prague,

Liège, Athens, Copenhagen and Odessa in

August. He finally died somewhat in Los

Angeles, then even more in Lichtenstein and

finally ended his days in Luxembourg in mid



engage dal' egregore

in plubic

tu as bien dormi ? bien mangé ? tu es content

psychologiquement popobobo chez vous ? Quelle mèstyre.

Que-est-ce qu'il a ?

L'OCCAMISATION.

L'hypnose de gens

des banlieus.

* réalisasser.

* repertoiriser.

* comment sert.

* papillonos de vie

ça sert pour

augmenter la

confusion.

Population mondial, être là . prêt a passer lepooqa. Epître

de l'abstention, pour se défaire.

1-----fasse faried at faire fasse.

2-----hexpoloniation à tout pris. (Jeu de m00ts.)

3-----on faut le savoir. Après ça il y a plus de confusion.

x-----leau en etajealouée, ce qu'il se passe hérotiquement.



Commençons par la

considération des choses

les plus communes, et

que nous croyons

comprendre le plus

distinctement, à savoir

les corps que nous

touchons et que nous

voyons. Je n’entends pas

parler des corps en

général, car ces notions

générales sont d’ordinaire

plus confuses, mais de

quelqu’un en particulier.

Prenons pour exemple ce

morceau de cire qui vient

d’être tiré de la ruche :



L'esprit d'Alvin Lucifer.



Seriously? Keeping this secret for another year while doing

my TV show every week? That's never going to happen.



OBERDADA

Operation GOINDHAARQ

Medium Secret

Not for immediate press release

or other media stunts

What other customers politely said:

Dont't read th'tis krapy buk it will môck op yer minde.

youille régerett 4EVAR.

This changes nothing! Want my money back!!

Just another weeweeky leaky. Its analysis of the media

situation is precise, albeit brief to the point of not

mentionung it; the diagrams of shady autruchian activities

expel some myths we all were prone to believe in all too

long.

Another timely release from Oberdada, this time without

having asked building permits.

Radically mindblowing at hurricane speed with many

precious schematics showing how Gondwana was colonized.

Dr Omar the Tweeter.

Ideal for your beloved one, let her read it first and tell you

if it's worth it.

Curt Bedfellow, National Society of Birdwatchers.

Neo-conneriste, complotiste, auteur d'une tendence sombre

d'obstruir les verites et brouiller ses pas.

Nina Cotteriste.


